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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Cloud  computing  is  an  innovative  computing  paradigm  that can  bridge  the  gap  between  increasing  com-
puting  demands  in  computationally  intensive  tasks  for  digital  design  and  manufacturing  applications
and  limited  resources,  scalability,  flexibility,  and agility  in traditional  computing  paradigms.  In light of
the benefits  of  cloud  computing,  cloud-based  high  performance  computing  (HPC)  has  the potential  to
enable  users  to  not  only  accelerate  computationally  expensive  tasks,  but  also to reduce  costs  by  utilizing
on-demand,  ubiquitous,  seamless,  and  user-friendly  access  to remote  engineering  application  packages
as well  as remote  HPC  resources.  However,  due  to  uncertainty  about  computing  performance  on the
cloud,  many  manufacturers  find  it challenging  to justify  and  adopt  Cloud-Based  Design  and  Manufactur-
ing  (CBDM).  Therefore,  the  objective  of this  research  is to  evaluate  the  performance  of solving  a large-scale
engineering  problem  using  finite  element  analysis  on  several  public  HPC  clouds  as well  as  introduce  a
new  workflow  for CBDM.  A  set  of  experiments  is conducted  to  compare  the  performance  of  the  public  HPC
clouds with  that  of  a standard  workstation  and  a dedicated  in-house  supercomputer.  The  performance
metrics  include  elapsed  time,  speedup,  scalability,  and  stability.  Experimental  results  have  shown  that
the Azure  Cloud  with 32 cores  and  the  Nimbix  Cloud  with  16  nodes  speed  up  the  finite element  analysis
over  a workstation  with  8  cores  by  more  than  seven-fold  and  eight-fold.  A dedicated  in-house  supercom-
puter  speeds  up  the  finite  element  analysis  over  cloud  computing  by approximately  two-fold  because
of  better  I/O  performance  and  larger  memory.  In addition,  considerable  variations  of  elapsed  time  for
solving the finite  element  model  with  multiple  nodes  in  the cloud  were  observed  due  to resource  sharing
in  cloud  computing.

©  2016  The  Society  of  Manufacturing  Engineers.  Published  by Elsevier  Ltd.  All rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

High performance computing (HPC) refers to the use of
supercomputers and parallel processing techniques for solving
large-scale and complex engineering and scientific research prob-
lems. Dedicated in-house supercomputers have been playing an
important role in a wide range of computational and data intensive
fields such as biosciences, molecular-scale physics, weather fore-
casting, media and entertainment, financial modeling, oil and gas
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exploration, medical research, and product design. According to the
44th TOP500 list of supercomputers, Tianhe-2, a supercomputer
developed by China’s National University of Defense Technology,
is ranked as No. 1 system with a performance of 33.86 petaflops/s
on the LINPACK benchmark [1]. However, very few individuals and
organizations have access to dedicated in-house supercomputers
due to extremely high initial and maintenance costs. For example,
the initial cost of Titan built by Cray at Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory was  $60 million. In addition, it costs $6 million per year to
operate and maintain Titan.

With rapid changes in technology, computing that utilizes HPC
clouds with virtualization technology can deliver high perfor-
mance computing power that is similar to bare-metal servers while
enabling flexible pricing models such as pay-per-use and subscrip-
tion [2–6]. According to NIST [7], cloud computing is “a model for
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enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly pro-
visioned and released with minimal management effort or service
provider interaction.” Cloud computing is an innovative computing
paradigm that can potentially bridge the gap between increasing
computing demands and limited resources, scalability, flexibility,
and agility in-house computing. Some of the key characteristics of
cloud computing, including virtualization, multi-tenancy, scalabil-
ity or elasticity, and pay-per-use pricing model, have transformed
the traditional information and communication technology (ICT)
business model from capital expenditure (CapEx) to operating
expenditure (OpEx) [8]. For example, the economics of cloud com-
puting and cloud-based services against conventional in-house
application deployment have been investigated using benchmarks
[9,10]. More importantly, HPC clouds allow users to have on-
demand, ubiquitous, and instant access to big data, computing
resources, and application software with no upfront cost. There-
fore, HPC clouds has the potential to democratize computer-aided
engineering by allowing infrastructures, platforms, hardware, and
software to be more accessible to more users.

While cloud computing is already widely accepted in the ICT
industry, the computer-aided design (CAD), engineering analy-
sis (CAE) and manufacturing (CAM) communities have recently
drawn attention to cloud computing. While research pertaining to
cloud-based CAD/CAE/CAM is in its infancy, several well-known
independent software vendors (ISVs) in the field of CAE have
started offering cloud-based services and more flexible licens-
ing models over the past few years [11,12]. Given this trend,
modern product design will increasingly rely on large-scale sim-
ulations and engineering analysis such as structural and thermal
analysis. ANSYS itself [13], and in collaboration with cloud com-
puting companies such as Nimbix, UberCloud, and Gompute, has
created cloud-based HPC environments for running ANSYS simula-
tions and post-processing. For example, Nimbix [14] enables users
to perform 3D visualizations with ANSYS in the cloud, and has
demonstrated that cloud-based rendering allows for compelling,
near-photorealistic visualizations without running into memory
limits on the graphics server.

More specifically, the benefits of applying cloud-based HPC in
CAD/CAE/CAM applications are as follows:

• Anytime, anywhere access.  Cloud-based HPC enables users to
acquire access to any CAD/CAE/CAM (e.g., ANSYS, Abaqus, and
AutoCAD) software packages and state-of-the-art HPC computing
hardware (e.g., CPU cores, GPUs, memory, and high-speed inter-
connects) via a web portal and/or application program interfaces
(APIs) anytime, anywhere.

• Cost efficiency. Cloud-based HPC allows users to solve com-
plex science and engineering problems using cloud-based
CAD/CAE/CAM simulations that typically require high bandwidth,
low latency networking, numerous CPU cores, and large mem-
ory size. In particular, cloud-based HPC enables users to not only
improve computing performance as dedicated on premise HPC
clusters, but also to reduce costs by utilizing on-demand comput-
ing resources and the pay-per-use pricing model without large
capital investments.

• High flexibility. Cloud-based HPC can scale up and down on
demand and transform dedicated HPC clusters into flexible HPC
clouds that can be shared and adapted for rapidly changing cus-
tomer requirements through private, hybrid, and public clouds.

• High throughput.  Cloud-based HPC can significantly increase the
utilization of computing resources as opposed to dedicated on
premise HPC by allowing globally dispersed engineering teams

to perform complex engineering analysis and simulations con-
currently and collaboratively.

Although both academia and industry have shown increasing
interest in exploring HPC cloud in CAD/CAE/CAM applications, little
work has been reported on evaluating the performance of running
CAD/CAE/CAM applications in public HPC clouds against that of tra-
ditional dedicated supercomputers and standard workstations. In
particular, an important research question to answer is as follows:
How does the performance of public HPC clouds compare with that of
a conventional workstation and an in-house supercomputer for large-
scale finite element analysis? As such, the objective of this research is
to report on the experiments that were performed via a quantitative
and comparative case study for running a large-scale finite element
analysis (FEA) simulation model on public HPC clouds. The signifi-
cance of the research is found in experimental results that provide
researchers and practitioners a deeper understanding of the imple-
mentation of cloud-based digital design and manufacturing as well
as public HPC cloud benchmarks. Specifically, this investigation
should be useful to those interested in adopting and implement-
ing cloud-based design, engineering analysis, and manufacturing in
public HPC clouds. Primary aspects of this set of experiments that
were utilized in answering the aforementioned question include:

• Evaluation of the performance of several public HPC clouds;
• Comparison of the performance of the public HPC clouds with

that of a standard workstation;
• Comparison of the performance of the public HPC clouds with

that of a dedicated in-house supercomputer.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a brief overview of cloud-based HPC and CAE on the cloud.
Section 3 presents the experimental setup, including the hardware
and software specifications of several cloud-based HPC clusters.
Section 4 presents the background of a large-scale FEA application
example. In the case study, the thermo-mechanical behavior of a
3D stacked die microelectronic package integrated with through
silicon vias is analyzed. Section 5 presents the performance evalu-
ation of cloud-based HPC for the FEA application. Section 6 provides
conclusions that include a discussion of research contribution and
future work.

2. Related work

2.1. CAE applications on the cloud

Providing needed background and context of high performance
cloud computing for CAE, this section provides a brief overview
of CAE applications on the cloud. CBDM refers to a cloud-based
service-oriented product development model in which service con-
sumers are able to accelerate digital design, engineering analysis,
and manufacturing simulation in the high performance com-
puting (HPC) cloud as well as reduce upfront costs of building
data centers, purchasing software licenses, and acquiring access
to massive amount of design- and manufacturing-related data
[15–21]. In the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) model, cloud ser-
vice providers offer on-demand access to computing resources
such as virtual or bare-metal machines and cloud storage. Exam-
ples of IaaS providers include Rackspace, Amazon, Google, and
Dropbox. In the Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) model, cloud service
providers deliver computing platforms such as social collabo-
ration platforms, programming and execution environments for
cloud computing. Examples of PaaS providers include Google,
Microsoft, Amazon, Salesforce, and Nimbix. In the Hardware-as-
a-Service (HaaS) model, cloud service providers and consumers
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